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Dear participants,
Welcome to ABCDEFGH training course! 

Its symbolic name carries the idea of reinventing ourselves, the time we

live in, imbued with unexpected events that, with their magnitude, make

us seem even smaller and more vulnerable, and often lose meaning. 

With this training we hope to guide you through a process of rethinking,

of discovery and adventure. To restore that inner balance without which

we cannot find our own meaning, role, mission, vocation. And above all,

to rebuild our relationships with each other, because it is only through

others that we understand our true self. And the stories - we promise -

you will feel their power and the temptation to tell them to motivate and

find more like-minded people with whom to change the world for the

better. 

We look forward to seeing you!

DEIANA DRAGOEVA,
BOARD DIRECTOR OF

VIA CIVIC
ASSOCIATION



Details

2 ONLINE Sessions 
follow up

AUGUST -  SEPTEMBER 2022

Residential 

1 -9  JULY 2022  

Dobrinishte - Bulgaria

 

3 ONLINE Sessions

JUNE 2022

Coordinator
VIA CIVIC ASSOCIATION

More about us

 

7 program & 2 travel days
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WHENAims

Partners

Aiding NGO teams and youth workers in overcoming the

negative impact of the pandemic, rethink the new reality,

inc. war, and rediscover their own mission

Increasing the knowledge and skills for implementing

innovative approaches and practices for personal

development and effective strategies for (digital)

communication (storytelling) and engaging.

Creating an environment (off- and online) for exchanging

experience and good practices for quality youth work

Promoting intercultural cooperation and working in a

network when looking for solutions for motivating and

supporting youths from risk groups and their digital

inclusion.

Transition to smart youth work through improving the skills of

NGO teams to implement an innovative model, including

social and digital practice, based on personal development and

effective (digital) communication and aiming to equalize the

opportunities for active youth participation.

BULGARIA ,  BELGIUM,
CYPRUS ,  GREECE ,  SPAIN ,
PORTUGAL ,  ROMANIA ,
POLAND,  HUNGARYParticipants profile 

3 PARTICIPANTS PER COUNTRY

27 youth workers, leaders, facilitators, mentors,
trainers, communicators, etc., active youths, engaged
in the organization’s work, whose purpose is to
devote themselves to youth work, and develop the
necessary competencies for it.ncies for it!

https://viacivic.org/about-us/?lang=en
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Personal development
The training program includes methods from non formal education, experiential learning, improv

theatre, coaching practice, art of hosting, etc. The activities are aimed toward deep personal

development, which will impact the professional one as well. The training will offer a process of

personal rethinking, self-reflection and, most of all, making important decisions, realizing the

limiting beliefs and overcoming our hostile inner critic.

The experience we offer will turn their viewpoint around. Storytelling is the tool we will teach

them how to use. As a way to self-analyze. As a powerful way to inspire and impact.

Who can participate
1.Youth workers, youth leaders, mentors, mediators, facilitators,

trainers or active volunteers with some experience in the civil

sector and familiar with youth problems

2.Motivated interest in the topic, especially in personal

development and storytelling

3.English language (at least B2 level), free usage

4.Rediness to take part in all planned activities - online

and offline

5.Good physical and mental form and readiness for

activities in the mountain

6.No age limit

7.One of the participants from each partner country has to be

from disadvantaged groups, such as those who face

economical, geographical, social, educational and other

restraints or a person with some kind of disability.

The partners select the candidates according to the profile and
criteria. The candidates approved by each partner fill out an

APPLICATION FORM 
https://forms.gle/TKa5HB68hgqipwtg9 

About the TC

 READ MORE HERE

https://forms.gle/TKa5HB68hgqipwtg9
https://viacivic.org/portfolio-items/abcdefgh-2022/?lang=en&portfolioCats=115%2C115
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The trainers: Hello! 

I am pleased to be your main trainer for this exciting course! 

I have 10+ years of international experience in training, facilitation,

coaching and sustainability. I have been an Art of Hosting

practitioner since 2014 and hold a Master’s degree in Strategic

Leadership towards Sustainability - Sweden.

Yet my passion is nature and especially the mountains, thus I also

became a mountain guide and I design and lead learning journeys

in the Bulgarian Mountains since 2017. And you will have the

unique chance to experience a bit of what I do, actually - quite a

lot! The project is a wonderful mix of several topics I love: Outdoor

education, Storytelling and Personal development! 

I look forward to sharing our stories during these exciting 7 days

with you at the foot of the Pirin Mountains!

Hello! 

I strongly believe that the quality of our conversations defines the

quality of our actions. That is why for the last 7+ years I have been

creating spaces for meaningful conversations - in person, as well as

online. 

I am an Art of Hosting practitioner since 2014 and I hold a Master's

degree in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability - Sweden ...yes,

since then we know and have been working together with Atanas. 

I have co-created a company which offers alternatives to people who

want to live without toxins and plastic waste in their homes. 

I look forward to co-create, play, share and grow together in those 7

days in the beautiful Pirin Mountain.

ATANAS GENKOV,  
TRAINER -  BULGARIA

VIHRA DINCHEVA,  
TRAINER -  BULGARIA

ZLATIN TSVETKOV,  
IMPROV -  BULGARIA

A professional actor. He has graduated from some of the most

prestigious improvisational theatre schools. He is among the

creators of improvisational theatre in Bulgaria and is currently

running a training center with over 120 students, a club stage and a

theatre stage. He organizes an annual improvisational theatre

festival, does corporate trainings, and hosts different ceremonies

and events.

„Improvisation is the feeling of being the train, the passenger, the

conductor and the train driver. I believe that improvisational theatre

is a generator of ideas, processes, and positive changes“. 
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Accommodation
Dobrinishte is located around 160 km south of the

capital Sofia, near the famous tourist town of Bansko.

At the foot of the beautiful Pirin mountains, with a view

of Rila and the Rhodopes. Around 3000 people live in

the town. In the summer it’s very lively, filled with

tourists, songs, dance and fun, thanks to the annual

folklore festival. The town has an abundance of mineral

water and a SPA opportunity.

We have chosen a family hotel complex, away from the

centre of the town. “Valentino-2” will be reserved

entirely for the project. No outside people will be

allowed. 

The hotel has courtyards, which will be used for most

of our activities - training, as well as eating, informal

communication, etc. There is WiFi and the hotel will

provide towels.

The accommodation set up is 2-3 people per room.

100% OF ACCOMMODATION
AND FOOD COSTS ARE

COVERED BY THE ERASMUS+
GRANT.  

ALL COSTS DURING EXTRA
DAYS (MAX.  2  DAYS BESIDES

THE PROJECT DATES)  ARE
COVERED BY PARTICIPANTS

THEMSELVES!  

https://valentino2.dobrinishte-bg.com/snimki-valentino2.html
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fill up the standart online questionnaire after the TC 
send all necessary travel documents (first scaned by
email and then sent by post) 
complete the follow up activities
took part in all planned activities 

All the participants will receive the reimbursement of the
travel cost after the training via bank transfer, when they: 

Travelling

Reimbursement

PORTUGAL -  410 EUR 
ROMANIA -  320/275 EUR
POLAND -  320/275 EUR
HUNGARY -  320/275 EUR

BULGARIA -  23  EUR
BELGIUM -  320/275 EUR
CYPRUS -  320/275 EUR
GREECE -  210/180 EUR
SPAIN -  410/360 EUR

Green/Standard Travel limit
by country per participantA comfortable but economic travel option is prefered  

COVID-19 insurance for cancelation (we will cover the

travel costs only to participants that take part in the TC) 

Before purchasing the tickets, we have to approve the

itinerary

The arrival day is July 1, 2022 and all the participants

have to be in Sofia, the capital city, till 16:00 (4 PM)

We will organise a bus from Sofia to the venue and back

for which we will deduct 40 EUR from the travel budget

The departure from the venue is on July 9, 2022 and we

recommend the participants choose a travel option NOT

EARLY IN THE MORNING (after 12 lunchtime is ok).   

We cannot cover any costs regarding COVID tests or

extra days

Green Travel (bus, train,
ship, shared trip, etc.)
Green travel allows to 4
additional days for travelling

The coordinator will consider
each travel plan and its category.

Buying the tickets is after the
confirmation by the coordinator
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Mountain adventure packing list:

sleeping bag!!! - Warm one, for lower temperatures –

comfort temperature: +10 degrees (+5 is even better).

(Also recommended to be light - up to 1.5 kg).

very comfortable sturdy mountain shoes (above

ankles), waterproof (with membrane, Gore-tex type)

jacket - for wind and rain. + raincoat (if the jacket is

not enough to protect you from rain)

clothes - warm, for cold weather – insulation layer

(polar type, thin and thick)

bottle of water (recommended capacity: minimum 1l.)

light and comfortable backpack for the mountain

(20-40 liters)

sun hat

sleeping mat (NOT a yoga mat) – we can also

provide a basic one for you, only if you request it in

advance - write to us asap!

Recommendations:

For all clothing we
recommend artificial fabrics
because they do not retain
water/ sweat and wither
quickly, unlike cotton ones
for example. Of course,
merino wool is even better.

To ensure that this journey goes smoothly and we are

prepared, we need to take care of carefully packing all

necessary items. We will hike in the Mountains up to

about 2000 m above sea level. 

In the mountains any weather can be expected.

Temperatures can vary from 0 to +30 C, and rapid changes

are possible. Thus it is not possible to plan for good/ bad

weather – we need to be prepared for both. 

An important principle is having layers of clothes instead

of one very thick cloth (shirt, thermo, wind-rain stopper). 

Another important part is that we will be spending a night

outdoors! You will learn more about it during the training,

but what you need now is to find a good and warm

sleeping bag!
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Other items that you need, but we will
not specifically check:

raincoat for the backpack to keep the luggage dry (some

backpacks have a built-in raincoat for the backpack

itself)

trousers - long, also suitable for rain and wind

sunny weather clothes - T-shirts (artificial fabrics do not

absorb moisture), short trousers (optional)

socks - for mountain/ trekking (artificial fabrics do not

retain moisture), it is important to cling to the foot to

reduce friction and the possibility of ruffles

hat and gloves for cold weather

light towel

sunglasses (suitable for mountains - min category 3)

sunscreen (recommended factor 30 or higher)

a notebook and a pen to record notes.

headlamp

walking sticks (optional)

personal medicines (if needed), first aid kit & emergency

blanket (the thin reflective ones) - we will bring some,

but if you have one and want to also take it – please do

so.

Person in charge: Deiana Dragoeva 
Coordinator: Plamena Petrova
e-mail: info@viacivic.org

www.viacivic.org 
FB page: https://www.facebook.com/ViaCivicBG/
FB group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1075393503193229

Things to keep in
mind:

We will have fun, however we
are not meeting to party all
night. Please, respect this. 

To ensure that your mind
stays sharp and you get the
full benefits of this personal
development training, we ask
that you refrain from drinking
alcohol or taking other
intoxicating substances.

We also take this opportunity
to remind you that smoking
is not allowed in closed
public spaces in Bulgaria, so
you cannot smoke inside the
facility in Dobrinishte.

JOIN THE FACEBOOK GROUP TO STAY UPDATED!

Contacts:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1075393503193229

